Mainsaver to Present at the 2018 SMRP Conference
San Diego CA., July 6, 2018 -- The Society for Maintenance & Reliability Professionals (SMRP) will be
holding their 36th Annual Conference at the Orlando Rosen Centre Hotel October 22-25, 2018. SMRP is
an organization of Maintenance Professionals focused on improved reliability of assets. The last
conference held in Kansas City was attended by over 1000 people.
SMRP offers 3 industry accepted certifications for the reliability professional. They include;
1- CMRP: Certified Maintenance & Reliability Professional
2- CMRT: Certified Maintenance & Reliability Technician
3- CAMA: Certified Asset Management Assessor

As part of the ‘Work Management’ pillar of information, effective use of a Computerized Maintenance
Management System (CMMS) is essential to an effective maintenance organizations. As wireless
networks have become more prevalent throughout manufacturing and processing facilities and tablet
devices have become more affordable, there has been a move to access the CMMS system in the ‘field’
rather using smart devices rather than accessing this data back in an office. This presentation by
Mainsaver Professional Services Consultant Robert Garbus discusses the consideration of moving the
CMMS from a traditional desktop to mobile devices.
Based on real life implementations by the presenter, there are a huge number of factors that must be
considered when deploying this technology;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

What are the organizational goals in providing mobile access to the CMMS system?
What devices are best for the environment?
What are the costs and benefits of the different types of devices available?
How will the ability to access the CMMS system impact the efficiency of skilled trades with
respect to wrench time, job travel time, parts search time and time using the system?
How will the devices be secured?
If internet access is now available to skilled trades, will this create a work diversion?
Is barcode functionality possible and if so, how will the equipment and stock by labeled?
Will the device and software allow for uploading photographs taken with the device?

About Mainsaver:
Mainsaver offers a complete Enterprise Asset Management Solution with a robust Computerized
Maintenance Management System (CMMS) at its core. As one of the industry's foremost established
CMMS suppliers, Mainsaver provides solid software applications, trusted consulting services, and
comprehensive customer support to its clients. Our solutions are designed to provide a maximum
return on investment, whether installed as a standalone application, or as an “end to end” solution
interfaced to any of today’s popular ERP, MRP or financial packages.

About Rob Garbus:

Robert Garbus, MBA, PMP, CMRP, has been implementing CMMS software with Mainsaver Software for
18 years. The majority of his time is spent onsite helping customers reach their goals relative to work
management and reliability. Prior to that, he spent 12 years with Mobil Oil in various positions. Rob
holds a bachelor’s of science from Drexel University and an MBA from Indiana Wesleyan University.

